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If Xi ,..., X,, are independent Rd-valued random vectors with common 
distribution function F, and if F,, is the empirical distribution function for 
X 1 ,*.*, X,, , then, among other things, it is shown that 
P{sup, 1 F,,(x) - F(x)1 > l ] < 2e*(2n)” e-zflce 
for all ne2 > de. The inequality remains valid if the Xi are not identically 
distributed and F(x) is replaced by xi P{X, < x)/n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X1 ,..., X,, be independent identically distributed random vectors in Rd 
with distribution function F. If  F(x) = P{X, < x}, F, is the empirical distribu- 
tion function for Xi ,.. ., X, (i.e., F,(x) = ~~=r I~x,~zl/n where I is the indicator 
function) and if 
Dn = sup I Fe@) - FWl (1.1) 
z 
then Dvoretzky et al. [I] for d = 1 show that there exists a universal constant C 
such that 
P{D, > c} < Ce-2nrP. U-2) 
For d > 1, Kiefer and Wolfowitz [2] show that 
P{D, > e} < C,(d) e-Cz(d)nE*, (1.3) 
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where C,(d), C,(d) are positive constants only depending upon d. In [3] this 
result is improved; in particular, it is shown that for all b E (0,2) 
P{D, >, 6) < C,(b, d) e-(2-b)ncz, (1.4) 
where C,(b, d) is a constant only depending upon b and d. In none of these 
papers are expressions derived for C, C, , or C, . We show that 
P(D, > c} < 2(2r~)~ e2ae2e-2nr9 (1.5) 
for all rr with ne2 3 d2/a and n 3 a. Using the fact that D, < 1 and letting 
OL = 1 yields 
P(D, 3 E} < 2e2(2n)d eM2nc2, (l-6) 
which is valid for all tt8 > d2. 
Singh has proved an inequality of the same type in [4, Theorem 2.1, inequality 
(2.9)]. In the next section we will point out an error in Singh’s argument which 
makes his proof invalid for d > 1. The inequality of Singh is not disproved. 
However, an obvious correction of his proof, also found in the next section, 
leads to inequality (1.7) which is much weaker than Singh’s original inequality: 
P{Dn > c} < 2e2((1 + 2nde)” - 1) e-2n;d, all n > l/c’. (1.7) 
Inequality (1.6) is tighter than (1.7) for h > 1 - 1/2n, that is, for large dimen- 
sions d. The detailed proof of (1.6) is g iven in the next section. We note here 
that both (1.6) and (1.7) can be used to derive expressions for C,(b, d) in (1.4). 
Also, both inequalities are strong enough to imply that D, = O(log n/n)i/a 
with probability one. To see this, use 
f P{Dn >, [(l + 2d log n)/n]““> < 00 
n=l 
and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Finally we notice that (1.5)-(1.7) remain valid if X1 ,..., ;“r, are independent 
but not identically distributed and if F(x) is replaced by 
n-l i P{X, < x}. 
i=l 
2. PROOFS 
Proof of (1.5). Let Xi = (Xi, ,..., Xid), 1 < i < 11, and let Y1 ,..., Ynd be 
the random vectors obtained by considering all (X,, ,..., Xidd) where (il ,..., id) E 
AL..., n}“. For each x = (xi ,..., xd) E Rd and for each a = (ai ,..., ud) E (0, ljd, 
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let -4(x, a) be the set of all y =- (1.i ,,.., yd) E R” such that y, z$ .v, for all ,j for 
which al = I, and yj < x, for ail j for which aj = 0. Define then 
and 
F’“(x) = P(Al-l E A(s, u)] 
Clearly, 
sup j E’,(x) - F(x)I = sup sup j F,a( Y-i) - F”( Yi)/ 
z a a 
by the monotonicity of F, and F and the fact that F, is a staircase function with 
flat levels on rectangles that have some of the Yi as vertices. Thus, 
P(D, 3 C> < 2W sup sup P{ j F,“( Y,) - Fa( YJl 2 c>. 
a i 
To every i < nd corresponds an (ii ,..., id) E {l,..., n}” with d’ < d different 
components ij . Thus, if Xi ,..., X, , X,,, ,..., X,,, ’ are independent identically 
distributed random vectors, then we have for every fixed a, 
+ j n-l 
?l+d 
C ~x~~A(Y~.~)~ - n-l C 4~+t(~,.d) 3 E . 
kE{il.....id) k=n+1 1 i 
The second term in the latter sum is never larger than d’jn < d/n. If n is so 
large that d/n < YE (where y < I), then by the independence of Yi and 
X 1 ,..., Xn,,t with Xi1 ,..., Xi, omitted, 
P{IF,V’i) - WY,)1 B 4 
which by Hoeffding’s inequality [5] can be upper bounded by 
Since this bound is uniform over all a and i, we obtain 
P(D, > c} < 2(2n)” e-2n(1-y)ara. 
Let n > 01 and (1 - y)2 = 1 - a/n (i.e., y = 1 - (1 - a/n)lj2). Resubstitution 
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gives the desired inequality (1.5), which is valid for d < ny6 < n(l - (1 - 
(a/n)l+ = ~-((un)~/~. 
If the Xi are independent but have different distribution functions, replace 
F(x) and F”(X) by 
n-1 i, P{Si < x) 
i=l 
and 
n-1 i P{S E A@, a);.. Q.E.D. 
i=l 
Proof of (1.7). The proof of Lemma 2.1 of Singh [4] is picked up at Eq. (2.6). 
For the sake of brevity, we will use Singh’s notation (with p replaced by d) 
without redefining all the symbols. In (2.6), Singh upper bounds SUP+,~ d(x) by 
which is incorrect. However, SUP~,~ d(x) can be upper bounded by 
sup max a (c, . . . . . i&E{1 ,..., T}d SuPw) I x E (x1 Q-1 > Xl i,) x ..’ x (Xd id-1 9 *cl i,)l 
G (ilyy~.,, 4x1 i, 7*.., %I i,H + Y7 
not all components = Y 
if an argument is used as in [4, (2.5)]. Following (2.7), we obtain 
P(W+ > K} < ((1 + d~/y)~ - 1) e-2(K-V)2. 
Taking y as suggested by Singh gives 
P{ W > K} < 2((1 + ~czWC)~ - 1) e2e-2K2 
which, upon letting K = A2n and c = nl/s proves (1.7). Q.E.D. 
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